
Surveillance Panel 

 

             Diagnostic cum Surveillance Panel with SPD connection to datalloger. 

 

 Purpose: In this remote maintenance cum surveillance panel of Basti Station 

we basically provided all the vital relays pick-up and drop indication for the 

operation as well as Lightening/Indication Circuit of Signals, Points, Crank 

Handle and Relay Room Door Lock. 

With the help of this panel all the ESM/JE/SSE at site and staff at Signal / 

Datalogger Control can easily identifies the area of failures whether this 

failure is in relay room or outdoor and we can bifurcate the circuit remotely 

and assist the staff on site during failure. This may reduce the failure 

recovery time. 

Most importantly for developing this surveillance system we don’t need any 

kind of extra cabling, wiring, extra man power or any extra infrastructure. 

 

 Highlights of the System: 

 It involves zero cost. 

 Failures can be analyzed from site as well as from Control Room/CSI 

Office. 

 It reduces the failure time. 

                   

                  SURGE PROTECTION DEVICE CONNECTION WITH DATALOGGER 

 

 In all, the new installed IPS and Electronics Interlocking surge protection 

device (SPD) have been provided with Potential Free Contact, as shown 

in above diagram. 

 These potential free contacts of SPD are basically NO-COMMON-NC 

contact (Normally Open, Earth & Normally Closed). 

 For the Remote Monitoring of Surge Protection Device (SPD) these 

potential free contacts get wired with Datalogger as Digital Input. 

 LJN Division at Aishbagh Station and Block Hut SPD in IPS Room and 

EI Room has been connected to Datalogger and through network 

management system remote monitoring at Datalogger control room also 

done. Now we can remotely monitor the health of SPD. In the same 

continuation at all the 16 EI Commissioned Station SPD will be 

connected with Datalogger. When SPD gets failed Datalogger will 

generate fault report and will send Alert SMS to related S&T Staff. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 


